Chicago Style/Turabian—Notes/Bibliography

This handout is meant to give you a broad overview of the kind of information needed for documentary notes and bibliographies. It is by no means comprehensive. For specific information on documenting particular sources, consult The Chicago Manual of Style, Kate L. Turabian’s A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, or Diana Hacker’s A Writer’s Reference. When using the lists of reference information below, skip any information not provided by your source. For instance, if a book has no author, begin the entry with the title of the book.

Print Sources

Book (basic format)
Notes
1. Author(s) of the Book, Title of the Book (City: Publisher, Year of Publication), Page(s).

1. Patrick Sebranek, Verne Meyer, and David Kemper, Write for College (Wilmington: Great Source Education Group, 1997), 5.

Bibliography
Author(s) of the Book. Title of the Book. City: Publisher, Year of Publication.


Work in an Anthology
Notes
2. Author(s) of the Selection, “Title of the Selection,” in Title of the Anthology, Name of the Editor (City: Publisher, Year of Publication), Page(s).


Bibliography
Author(s) of the Selection. “Title of the Selection.” In Title of the Anthology, Name of the Editor. Edition. Page(s). City: Publisher, Year of Publication.

Periodicals—Magazines
Notes
3. Author(s) of the Article, “Title of the Article,” Name of the Periodical, Date of Publication, Page(s).

Bibliography
Author(s) of the Article. “Title of the Article.” Name of the Periodical, Date of the Periodical, Page(s).

Notes

Bibliography

Periodicals—Newspapers
Notes
3. Author(s) of the Article, “Title of the Article,” Name of the Periodical, Date of Publication, Section.

Bibliography
Author(s) of the Article. “Title of the Article.” Name of the Periodical, Date of the Periodical, Section.

Notes

Bibliography

Periodical—Journal
Notes
4. Author(s) of the Article, “Title of the Article,” Name of the Periodical Volume Number, Issue Number (Year of Publication): Page(s).


Bibliography
Author(s) of the Article. “Title of the Article.” Name of the Periodical Volume Number, Issue Number (Year of Publication): Page(s).

Electronic Sources

Book Online

Notes
6. Author(s) of the Book, *Title of the Book* (City of Print Publication: Print Publisher, Year of Print Publication; Electronic Publisher, Year of Electronic Publication), Page, URL.


Bibliography

Author(s) of the Book. *Title of the Book*. City of Print Publication: Print Publisher, Year of Print Publication. Electronic Publisher, Year of Electronic Publication. URL.


Newspaper Online

Notes
7. Author(s) of the Article, “Title of the Article,” *Name of the Periodical*, Date of Publication, Homepage URL.


Bibliography

Author(s) of the Article. “Title of the Article.” *Name of the Periodical*, Date of Publication. Homepage URL.


Journals Online

Some electronic journal articles may have an alphanumeric code that can be used to locate the article online through *Crossref*. That code is called a Digital Object Identifier (DOI). All DOI numbers begin with 10. The DOI number is a more reliable way to locate an online journal article than a URL since webpage links are subject to change. *Crossref* acts as an intermediary, linking the DOI of the article to its location on the web. Give the DOI of the article if available; otherwise, give a reliable URL.
Journal without DOI

Notes
8. Author(s) of the Article, “Title of the Article,” *Name of the Periodical* Volume Number, Issue Number (Year of Publication): Page, URL.


Bibliography
Author(s) of the Article. “Title of the Article.” *Name of the Periodical* Volume Number, Issue Number (Year of Publication): Page. URL.


Journal Article with DOI

Notes
9. Author(s) of the Article, “Title of the Article,” *Name of the Periodical* Volume Number, Issue Number (Year of Publication): Page, doi.


Bibliography
Author(s) of the Article. “Title of the Article.” *Name of the Periodical* Volume Number, Issue Number (Year of Publication): Page. doi.


Journal Article from a Library Database with a DOI

Notes
10. Author(s) of the Article, “Title of the Article,” *Name of the Periodical* Volume Number, Issue Number (Year of Publication): Page, Database, doi.

Journal Article from a Library Database with a DOI (Continued)

Bibliography
Author(s) of the Article. “Title of the Article.” Name of the Periodical Volume Number, Issue Number (Year of Publication): Page. doi.


A Short Document from a Website

Notes
11. Author(s) of the Document, "Title of the Document," Title of the Site, Date of Publication, URL.


Bibliography
Author(s) of the Document. "Title of the Document." Title of the Site. Date of Publication. URL.


A Short Document from a Website with No Publication Date

If no publication date or last update is available, give the date that you accessed the document.

Notes
12. Author(s) of the Document, "Title of the Document," Title of the Site, Date of Access, URL.


Bibliography
Author(s) of the Document. "Title of the Document." Title of the Site. Date of Access. URL.